Nowadays, multilayer solar cells occupy a major place in the field of photovoltaic conversion of solar energy, and they are extensively studied. These new structures have the advantage of a better collection of the minority carriers generated by the light near the many depletion regions tailored in series inside the cell, each created electron-hole pair can meet, before recombining, a space charge region near the place where it is created.
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In a previous work, we simulate and optimize the photocurrent densities in a model of an n-p-n-p type thin film multilayer silicon solar cell for space applications. The equations giving the photocurrent density in each layer of the cell have been developed. We showed that, under the optimum conditions, the n-p-n-p silicon multilayer cell delivers a photocurrent density of 46.28mA/cm 2 . After the optimization of the photocurrent we are interesting in the optimization of the output power and the efficiency of the cell.
We introduced all the developed equations into MatLab software to simulate under AM0 solar spectrum the I-V characteristics of the cell. The efficiency depends of the impurity concentration level giving the electrons and holes electrons properties. It depends also, of the layers thickness in terms of the series resistances, and of the distance L between n-contacts and p-contact. The optimization of the photovoltaic structure supposes three steps: optimization of the layers thickness, optimization of the impurity concentration and optimization of the distance between contacts.
The optimized photovoltaic structure, with the silicon properties published at the Ioffe institute website, gives an efficiency of 20.66 %. The n-p-n-p silicon cell deliver a short circuit current Icc = 45.3 mA/cm², an open circuit voltage Voc = 0.746 V and an output power of 28.5mW/cm². The corresponding fill factor is FF = 84.29%.
These values of the cell performances can be improved by using a best quality of silicon like those used by M. Green in PERC and PERL cells and by using a square based pyramids surface.
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